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Thank you for purchasing my ebook of kitchen cabinet recipes for the cold

& flu season! 

 

I designed this book thinking about when illness typically strikes… when it is

least convenient. We often intend to use natural remedies but let’s be

honest, when illness is upon you the last thing you want to do is run around

town picking up natural products that may or may not work. 

 

Another thing about natural remedies, they don’t work the same way as

drug remedies. Drugs are powerful in their ability to manage symptoms,

plant medicine works on symptoms too, but the more powerful part of plant

medicine remedies is in their ability to get you healed. 

 

For example, when I come down with a throat virus I often turn to garlic

honey (recipe page 20) to get the antimicrobial and antibiotic properties of

garlic and honey right on the area of illness. It may not make my pain go

away in the moment, but it never fails to make my illness go away quickly.

On the other hand, I can manage my sore throat with acetaminophen and

get immediate pain relief, but the illness is still there and nothing extra is

being done to kill the bacteria causing the bug - so the illness will go on. 

 

This recipe book is about making sure that you have remedies to help you

get well soon, using the ingredients you have on hand - in your kitchen

cabinet - to support your health and help you heal when you or those you

love are sick.

 

Be well. 

 

Christina 
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Introduction



Anytime we are sick and we are not sure what we have, our nose is running,

or we are sneezing, or we have body aches, or a low grade fever we say… I

have a “cold”. 

 

Colds come in many shapes and sizes and are typically caused by

viruses. Elderberry syrup is a fantastic option for viruses as it is has

significant antiviral activity and I highly recommend people use as a cold

preventative all season long. Dr. Mary Bove N.D., and formutator for Gaia

Herbs, refers to the “elderberry kid” as the one who always has a runny nose,

ear infections, throat infections and gets repeat bouts of the flu. Elderberry

syrup is your friend in avoiding viruses and ensuring your immune system is

equipped to handle these viral threats. To purchase a high quality

elderberry syrup click here.

 

HOT COLD/COLD COLD

 

When someone talks to me about a cold I will ask if it is a “hot cold” or a

“cold cold” because I like to treat them different herbally. 

 

A “hot cold” is when you notice that you feel your body temperature is

elevated, you tend to overheat easily, whether you have a temperature or

not you seem to generally feel like you are hot. 

 

A “cold cold” is when you feel cold, you can’t get warm, you need a hot

bath, hot shower, extra blankets, everything gives you a chill, etc. You may

have a fever, but you feel cold. 

 

It is absolutely possible that the same cold will go through both of these

stages before you are better again.

 

What to do

 

Hot Cold: I like to cool you down with what is called diaphoretic herbs -

herbs that move surface heat out of the body. These herbs are cooling in

nature - the one you are most likely to have on hand is peppermint.
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Colds

https://www.syllingselderberry.com/christinaebook


Peppermint is an incredibly cooling and is a diaphoretic herb. If you only

have peppermint on hand use that - several cups of peppermint tea to

manage the hot feeling will be surprisingly effective. Truth be told, I prefer

peppermint and yarrow combined. 

 

Yarrow is that fantastic plant that blooms white, yellow or pink in summer all

over the PNW. It is a fantastic plant for fevers. Yarrow is the fever herb of all

fever herbs and when combined with peppermint is extremely effective. In

fact, yarrow, peppermint, and elderberries are the basis for a famous

cold/flu remedy that is highly effective.

 

You may not have yarrow on hand, you probably don’t, but I’m here to tell

you that you should. 

 

 

 

Also, if you don’t keep peppermint tea on hand or if you’d like a higher

quality then go here: Peppermint herb link. 

 

Cold Cold: In the case of a cold cold I want to heat you up. 

 

Your body is saying it is too cold so we need to increase circulation. This

means warming, circulatory herbs like ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg, clove etc.

If you keep a quality chai tea on hand you should use it here. 

 

My favorite tea for the cold cold is Ginger, Honey & Lemon tea. It will warm

you up as well as provides significant immune support. You can use fresh

ginger for this tea but many people don’t keep fresh ginger on hand. Ginger

is a plant whose medicinal qualities change a bit when dried. Dried ginger

is hotter (spicier) than fresh ginger and it is also quite drying to the body -

this makes dried ginger quite useful for a cold cold where mucous is

present. It will substantially warm you up as well as dry up the damp

mucous. 
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You can buy some here: Yarrow herb link.

A great option for dried ginger is linked here.

http://shrsl.com/1rl35
http://shrsl.com/1rl31
http://shrsl.com/1rl2v


Dried ginger tea bags can be purchased here.

 

Another option for the cold cold is Spicy Sinus Tea - this remedy is

beneficial due to the capsaicin in the cayenne. 

 

This particular remedy will not only rapidly heat you up, but it is powerfully

antiviral and antibacterial. It is a very effective remedy for thinning and

discharging sinus mucus. You know how your nose drips when you eat spicy

food? Well think of how awesome that is for when you have a stuffy nose.

This remedy is excellent for those who enjoy a little spice in their life.
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Cough

There are a few simple remedies you can use to address illness that comes

with a cough. Often these illnesses are the worst ones to deal with as they

can keep you from sleeping. You can’t get better without sleep and you

can’t sleep with a cough. It can be a vicious cycle.

 

What to do

 

There are a few simple remedies you have on hand for this. Onion syrup is

awesome and kinda a fun science experiment. Basically, you take an onion

and drench it in sugar and after several hours the sugar will pull the sulfuric

compounds out of the onion and have created a yummy, dark, delicious

syrup out of itself. You toss the solids and use this syrup as a wonderful and

effective expectorant for the lungs.

 

My kids don’t like the raw onion smell of the syrup so I feed it to them as a

tea sweetener in a water bottle so they aren’t smelling it and drinking it

simultaneously. It works very well.

 

http://shrsl.com/1rl2p


Another remedy you have on hand is garlic. Garlic is also sulfuric (an allium

family plant just like onion) and you can get this medicine in your lungs by

making a garlic oil for your feet. Weird, right? Trust me, it works and is highly

effective. A great option for dealing with a cough at night. 

 

The last remedy I want to highlight for cough is thyme. The good old kitchen

spice, thyme is an unbelievably effective herb for cough. It has been studied

for its usefulness with bronchitis and has impressive results. Thyme is such a

useful expectorant and antitussive herb that it is a well known specific

remedy for Whooping Cough. If you are one to go buy natural remedies at

the store, choosing a cough syrup that has thyme in it is a great idea. 

 

To use at home you can simply make a tea of thyme for a cough. If you

sweeten it with onion syrup then you are really winning. Another option is to

create and keep a Thyme Oxymel on hand. 

 

This requires preparation because the oxymel takes a week or two to set up.

Oxymel’s are herbal preparations made with herb, vinegar, and honey. By

choosing a raw apple cider vinegar and a raw honey, you are really

increasing the immune stimulating and decongesting properties of the

thyme.
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Fever
The fever is such a wonderful thing.

 

I know none of us want to feel the feelings of having a fever but let me tell

you about these little things. Our bodies are so intelligent that when the

immune system receives the message of a pathogen it revs up the heat. You

see, pathogens cannot survive if the body temperature is too high, so the

body increases its temperature to make itself inhospitable to the pathogen.

Isn’t that kinda fantastic?
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It also increases the temperature so that YOU will feel yucky and tired and

fatigued and… newsflash… REST. The body is telling you what is going on, it

is saying relax, we have an invader, we are working here, you need to rest

so we can work.

 

I like to explain this process to my son’s when they have a low grade fever

because they like to imagine the army in their bodies revving up the

temperature and fighting the good fight.

 

Fever reducers (acetaminophen and ibuprofen) are very helpful and

effective. The only thing I am going to say about them here is that you need

to consider that once you bring the fever down with fever reducers, you are

likely to see a scary temperature spike when the reducer wears off. I like to

suggest that people make a choice, manage it without reducers or manage

it with them, but don’t go back and forth.

 

It seems to confuse the body’s response when the fever is reduced with a

drug, when the drug effect wears off the body senses the pathogen again

and will ramp the temperature rapidly, causing a spike that scares us and

makes the body very uncomfortable. The on again off again game with

fever reducers can also cause the fever to keep “breaking” and then

ramping again.

 

There is a zone in which fevers should be allowed to “work” and a zone in

which fevers are dangerous. Generally, low grade fevers, those under 100.4

degrees, can be allowed to work. When fevers go over this mark you may

want to consult your physician. One time I allowed myself to ride out a fever

for way too long (in myself) and ended up in the ER getting IV antibiotics

and heavy duty fever reducers. Please don’t do that. :)

 



Yarrow and Peppermint tea is how I manage and allow most fevers (low

grade) in my house. Discomfort from fevers seems to ramp at night and

often all that is needed for one to fall asleep is a strong tea of yarrow and

peppermint to reduce the fever just enough for sleep to come. This allows

the immune system to fire all night while the body is resting, often getting

the job done overnight and waking fresh in the morning.
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Flu

The flu is a beast.

 

For one, the flu is dangerous, the majority of infectious illness deaths every

year, in the US, are caused by the flu or pneumonia. So having the flu is no

joke.

 

One of the things that make it so dangerous is the risk for dehydration.

Often with the flu comes either vomiting, diarrhea, or both. The body

empties to get the pathogen out but in the mix it gets everything out of you.

If you can’t get the body hydrated soon after this emptying event then you

are at risk to get sicker.

 

Cinnamon is an effective antidiarrheal herb. If someone is having diarrhea

but no vomiting then they can use cinnamon as a tea. If the body is

recovering from emptying out I like to mix cinnamon into a small amount of

applesauce or yogurt to get it down without upsetting the digestive tract all

over again.

 

Ginger is an amazing treatment for nausea. Personally, I keep candied

ginger around at all times and chew on some the instant I feel nauseous.



Ginger, lemon, and honey tea is an excellent choice for the flu. Not only are

you helping to calm the nausea down as the digestive tract settles you also

are getting nourishment back in the body once everything has purged. 

 

Honey is such an incredibly rich food and can help bring life back to the

exhausted body. Honey is also a prebiotic, meaning it is a food for the

healthy bacteria in your gut. 

 

Slippery Elm Bark is my favorite flu food. This is certainly not something that

people keep on hand but it is such a useful food I thought I’d mention it

here anyway. 

 

Slippery Elm bark is easily purchased as a powder and is an absolute

miracle food for severe digestive distress. I have used it in dogs when anti-

nausea medication didn’t work, I’ve seen it stop dangerous bouts of

digestive colitis and it is used as a nutritious gruel for oncology patients

who have herbalists on their care team. Slippery elm has never failed me. 

 

Slippery Elm bark can be purchased here. 

 

Please Note: Elm trees are endangered so if you purchase this useful herb

please don’t let it go to waste.

 

Don't forget when flu is the culprit to include other remedies discussed in

this book for the various symptoms of the flu. Also, remember, elderberry

syrup has anti-influenza properties and using it regularly will cut down on

your risk of contracting the flu in the first place. 
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A few years ago it was recommended that one of my son’s get his tonsils

removed. I ended up passing on this recommendation as I was concerned

about the impact of removing part of his immune system. I am still not sure I

made the right call but the point is that a lot of people don’t realize the

tonsils are on the front line of the immune system. 

 

When we contract bugs through our mouths the tonsils catch them and send

messengers to rev up the immune system. Pretty fancy huh? 

 

When we contract illness that likes to hang around in our throats we get

swollen tonsils and swollen lymph nodes. It is miserable, hurts to swallow,

hurts to eat, sore throats are the worst. 

 

When I think about sore throats I immediately think about honey. This

magical substance is sticky, antimicrobial, anti inflammatory, and generally

soothing. The perfect thing to get “stuck” on a sore, inflamed, infected

tissue. To make honey work harder for you I like to add garlic. See garlic

honey recipe. 

 

Garlic is often referred to as nature’s antibiotic. I once had a dentist who

grew up in a third world country. He told me how when he was a child if

they got sick his mother would make him eat raw garlic cloves, he told me it

always made him better but to this day he cannot enjoy garlic because it

tastes like medicine to him. Like it or not, garlic is our friend when we are

sick. 

 

When I notice a sore throat, I begin taking garlic honey by the spoonful,

every few hours, until the sore throat is completely resolved. It works so well

to kill the bugs. If you just can’t do the garlic, this is another time that

ginger, honey and lemon tea is brilliant. Ginger is an incredible herb for the

immune system, honey is throat magic, but lemon is also lovely for an

aggravated throat as it is astringent for the inflamed tissue. 
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Throat Illness



As I mentioned at least twice, it is a good idea to keep elderberry syrup on

hand at all times, often it is the only remedy you need to keep you and your

people healthy. I didn't include an elderberry recipe in this book so please

purchase a "make your own kit" or a ready to go bottle from my friends at

Sylling's Elderberry. Link is at bottom of page. 

 

When illness comes knocking it is important to have resources to get better

quickly. Herbal remedies are awesome, not only because they help you with

symptoms, but they feed your immune system in a way that drugs do not.

Allowing you to help your body become stronger in the process. 

 

Humans and herbs have been interacting for all of time. Plants have been

formally documented, researched, and utilized as primary medicine for the

past 6,000 years with the past 80 years being the exception, not the rule.

All of these remedies I mentioned are known because of these thousands of

years of observational research and the more recent modern studies that

continue to formally prove the age old uses of many plants.

 

Please understand that there is a time for natural remedies and there is a

time for modern intervention. I am incredibly thankful to live in a time when

both are readily available. I hope the future of medicine is quite integrative

and that the two schools of thought can merge to create comprehensive

care that includes natural remedies as first line treatments. 

 

Thank you for your time. 

 

Be well :)

 

Christina

Links for herb purchasing

Starwest Botanicals
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Conclusion

Sylling's Elderberry

https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=144132&u=2119964&m=19017&urllink=&afftrack=
https://www.syllingselderberry.com/christinaebook
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The Recipes



The Ingredients
2 TBSP dried yarrow leaf & flower

1 TBSP dried peppermint leaf

 

Yarrow &
Peppermint Tea

Process
Place the 3 TBSP of herb in a glass jar or

ceramic mug.

Pour 1 cup (8oz) of just boiled water over the

herb. 

Cover

Steep 10-12 minutes

Strain thru a fine mesh strainer.

Sweeten with honey to taste and drink warm. 

Uses
This tea of diaphoretic herbs is ideal for fever

support. It is also an excellent choice for anyone

suffering from a "hot" cold where their body

temperature feels elevated - regardless of

whether a fever registers.
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The Ingredients
1 TBSP fresh or dried ginger (see note pg. 3)

1 TBSP lemon juice

Raw honey to taste

 

Ginger, Honey &
Lemon Tea

Process
Place ginger plus 1 cup of water in pot.

Cover and bring to boil.

Reduce to simmer and let simmer 20 minutes

Strain thru a fine mesh strainer.

Sweeten with honey to taste and drink warm. 

Uses
Warming for cold colds

Soothing for sore throats

relaxing for nausea

refreshing as you recover from flu

Immune boosting
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The Ingredients
¼ tsp cayenne powder 

Squeeze of lemon juice 

Honey to taste

 

Spicy Sinus Tea

Process
Place the cayenne in a mug and pour just

boiled water over the top

Add squeeze of lemon

Sweeten with honey to taste and drink warm

Alternately, you can use a few dashes of hot

sauce that doesn’t have yucky additives in it.

Check ingredient label first.. 

Uses
Anti-viral

Immune stimulating

Mucus thinning

Circulation enhancing

Warming for cold colds
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Dosage
Drink as often as is comfortable. Up to several

cups a day.

Not recommended for children

Overuse can leading to painful bowel

movements.

 



The Ingredients
2 cups fresh chopped yellow onion

1 cup raw sugar

Wide mouth mason jar

Onion Syrup

Process
Place layers of raw onion and raw sugar in the

jar. 

Let sit in a cool place for 1-2 days

Strain & store in fridge

Keeps for up to 3 days

Uses
Reduces mucus in respiratory tract
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Dosage
Use 1 - 2 tsp in tea or straight

Repeat up to every 2 hours as needed

 



The Ingredients
2 - 4 cloves of fresh garlic (about thumb size

amount - so depends on clove size)

1 -2 TBSP olive oil

 

Garlic Oil

Process
Mince garlic

Add garlic to jar (do not put on lid)

Let sit for 10-20 minutes

Cover with olive oil

Let sit for minimum of 30 minutes

Strain well

Place garlic oil on your feet and cover with

socks prior to bed or when able to rest for

awhile. 

Uses
This preparation is designed to get the medicinal

compounds of garlic into your lungs. The

chemical constituents of the garlic are absorbed

into your bloodstream thru your feet and have an

affinity for the respiratory tract. 
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The Ingredients
1 tsp dried thyme or 2 tsp fresh thyme

6 oz just boiled water

 

Thyme Tea

Process
Place the herb in a glass jar or ceramic mug.

Pour 1 cup (8oz) of just boiled water over the

herb. 

Cover

Steep 10-15 minutes

Strain thru a fine mesh strainer.

Sweeten with honey to taste and drink warm. 

Uses
Thyme is a superb respiratory herb. It is excellent

for cough. Thyme is highly antimicrobial and is an

excellent immune enhancing herb.

 

Suggestion: sweeten with onion syrup for extra

respiratory support.
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The Ingredients
1 cup fresh fruit (suggestions: blackberries,

peaches, apricots) 

1/2 cup dried thyme OR 3/4 cup fresh thyme

1.5 cups raw apple cider vinegar

 

Fruit & Thyme
Oxymel

Process
Place in covered glass jar with lid for 2-4

weeks - making sure all ingredients are

submerged

Strain mixture pressing out fruit and herb

Stir 1 cup of raw honey into mixture

Can keep in fridge for 9-12 months

. 

Uses
Take by tablespoon when sick, especially for

cough and congestion. Can be used for general

immune and lung support. May mix with soda

water for a delicious beverage.
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The Ingredients
High quality ground cinnamon

 

Cinnamon for
diarrhea

Process
Children (under 6) ¼ tsp ground cinnamon

(ages 6-12): ½ tsp ground cinnamon

Adults and children over 12 ¾ tsp ground

cinnamon

Mix into small amount of applesauce or yogurt

and eat. 

Repeat every 2-3 hours until diarrhea is

resolved.

Uses
Warming

Antidiarrheal

Circulatory enhancing
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The Ingredients
Slippery Elm Bark Powder

Applesauce

 

Slippery Elm Flu
Food

Process
Children 12 and under 1 tsp slippery elm

powder in applesauce and consume. 

Adults and children over 12 use 1 TBSP of

slippery elm powder.

Repeat every 4-6 hours until appetite and

normal bowels. 

Uses
Slippery Elm is highly nutritious, providing energy

in exhausted people. It has a bowel normalizing

effect, being able to help both diarrhea and

constipation responsively. It reduces

inflammation on contact, proving very useful for

the inflammed digestive tract. 
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The Ingredients
Fresh garlic 

Raw honey

 

Garlic Honey

Process
Mince garlic and let rest for at least 10

minutes in glass container, lid off. 

Add equal part of raw honey to garlic

Place lid on jar and let sit at room

temperature for 24 hours 

Strain if you prefer or consume with garlic in

honey. Children more likely to take strained.

Long shelf life as long as raw honey is used.

Uses
This is an ideal remedy for throat illness,

antibacterial, antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory. 

 

Take by the teaspoon to soothe sore throat, use

as much as you can comfortably consume.
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The Ingredients
2 tbsp acid (vinegar or citrus juice)

2-4 aromatic herbs (about 1 cup worth)

3 vegetables (2 - 3 cups chopped)

Meat bones if you wish (any quantity)

 

Broth of the Gods

Process
Place all ingredients in a large stock pot.

Cover all ingredients with water

Bring to boil

Reduce to simmer

Let simmer for 8 - 12 hours

Cool & Strain

Refrigerate and use within 5 days or freeze. 

Alternately, make in slow cooker or pressure

cooker. 

Uses
Broth is such a magical brew. Warm, delicious,

nutritious, and digestible. Those are all the things

your body needs when battling a cold, sore

throat, sinus infection, flu, or anything else. No

matter what you have on hand, as long as you

have a few aromatics, some vegetables, maybe

a few bones, and some water - you can make a

medicinal broth.

 

I generally drink broth as a meal anytime I feel my

body is weakened from sickness, stress,

exhaustion, overexertion, etc.
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Classic Combo #1
Apple Cider Vinegar

Whole peppercorns

Bay leaves

Bundle of thyme

rough chopped carrots, onion & celery

Garlic cloves - smashed

Chicken bones

 

Broth of the Gods
classic combos
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Classic Combo #2
Juice of whole lemon

Garlic cloves & green onions

Peppercorns, bundles of cilantro & basil

Carrots - chopped

Kelp - sliced

Classic Combo #3
Apple Cider Vinegar

Garlic cloves, lemongrass, ginger (smashed)

Fennel seeds, star anise, cinnamon sticks

Carrots and Onions (chopped)

Roasted Beef Bones



Herbs to keep on hand

 

- Yarrow flowers

- Peppermint leaf

- Ginger Root - dried

- Ground Cinnamon - cassia preferred

- Slippery Elm Bark Powder

- Dried Thyme

- Cayenne Powder

 

Other Ingredients to keep on hand

 

- Raw honey - locally source preferred

- Raw apple cider vinegar

- organic onions

- organic garlic

- organic ginger root

- lemons or quality lemon juice

 

 

-

 

Quality herbs can be purchased at this link: Starwest Botanicals
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Kitchen Cabinet Shopping List
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